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The easiest and safest method
of removing paint.
Cuts costs and time to 1/3 from
other conventional methods of
paint stripping.
Will NOT scratch or etch metal,
but will remove ALL the paint.
Will return the original condition
of the factory metal.
Will NOT scratch
warp panels.
No need
rubber.
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Can strip wheels, panels and
large machinery easily and

Increase the Look and Value of
your Equipment Easily
(800) 865-6595
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Other methods can be dirty, loading and
embedding the surface with grease, oil,
tar, & abrasive particles while removing
paint.
Safe
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Removal
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No
Need
to
pre-wash
the
surfaces. SodaBlasting cleans as
it strips paint and grease.
SodaClean Maintenance Plus blast
media can be dissolved in fresh
water and is actually beneficial to
waste water treatment systems.
SodaClean Maintenance Plus is
not toxic via ingestion, inhalation
or dermal contact, nor is it a skin
or eye irritant as defined by EPA
and OSHA. Any risk is primarily
the contaminate removed during
the blasting process.

SodaBlasting strips the paint, cleans and
cuts grease in one step, saving you time
and money.
You can be ready to apply that new coat
of paint in a matter of hours, meaning
your equipment can be “new again” in
no time.
Not going to paint right away? Not a
problem… just don’t wash it until you
are ready to paint. The tiny soda
particles left on the equipment will
protect the surface. When you are
ready, simply wash with dish detergent
and water.

Soda Blaster Sales, a
Missouri based company is
pleased to announce that it
is now offering a more
economical, safer way to
remove paint from your
equipment
and
heavy
machinery.

Call for a free estimate, (800)
865-6595 or just drop us an email at:
tonys@sodablastersales.com.
Let us show you how much
time and money we can save
you. From an old lawn mower
to a semi trailer and everything
in between… Whatever you
have, the SodaBlaster can
handle it.

